CSCCP-ASCCP Advanced Colposcopy Training Courses Successfully Held in Taiyuan, China

The CSCCP-ASCCP Advanced Colposcopy Training Course was successfully held both online and in-person in Taiyuan, China from September 13 to 15, 2022. Drs. Min Hao and Zhilian Wang from the Second Hospital of Shanxi Medical University organized this training course. Thirty-two Chinese gynecologists participated the course. The six major sections included in the course were screening and prevention of cervical cancer, colposcopy, interpretation of the latest HSIL guidelines, HPV genotyping and cytology, management of vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia, and progress and updates in cervical cancer treatment. ASCCP experts, Drs. Alan Waxman, Christine Conageski, and Chengquan Zhao presented online at the training course.

Dr. Alan Waxman presented the section on vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia (VIN). Dr. Christine Conageski gave two lectures, entitled “The challenges of colposcopy and management of cervical neoplasia for adolescents and postmenopausal women” and “cervical cancer treatment: the indications for ablative and excisional techniques and outcomes.” Dr. Chengquan Zhao gave a presentation titled “the clinical utility of extended high-risk HPV genotyping in risk-stratifying women with ASC-US and LSIL cytology.”

Drs. Alan Waxman, Christine Conageski, and Chengquan Zhao also attended the case discussion with all meeting participates for three hours. There were detailed discussions on cytopathological analysis, the colposcopy impression, correlations between colposcopy and histologic results, and management for these cases. The participants were satisfied with the training course and felt that they had learned a lot. They expressed their gratitude to the ASCCP and CSCCP experts for their contributions.

Wei Wang, MD, PhD, Zhilian Wang, MD, PhD provided.
Second Hospital of Shanxi Medical University, China
**Objectives**

- Differentiate between indications for ablation or excision for treatment of CIN
- Describe techniques for cryo therapy and LEEP
- Compare efficacy rates and complications of ablation and excision
- Describe the post-treatment follow-up strategies and their response
Case 6

· 讨论:
  1. 有切片交界处，宫颈切面不全，宫颈5点、7点外切缘可见，5点外切缘可见CIN 1级，后续如何处理？
  2. 若随访阴道镜检查+组织活检仍提示HSIL该如何处理

Discussion:
· With the HSIL of the margin of the specimen, what is the next step?

Case 8

· 讨论
  此患者TCT: ASCUS, HPV(-), 经阴道镜+活检诊断为黏膜内腺癌, 此类腺癌属于HPV不相关型腺癌, 且该患者病灶早期不易发现, 如何早期诊断?

Discussion:
· Gastric-type endocervical adenocarcinoma (G-EAC), it’s rare and has no relationship with HPV infection, it usually can’t be found clinically, what we need to do for early diagnosis of the disease?